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Please supply ads as 
CMYK high res PDFs

Images should be 
300dpi at 100%

No spot colours or 
Pantones

Please apply 4mm 
bleed

Supply with 
cropmarks

IMAGES

Should be supplied 
as 300dpi high res 
JPG/TIFF

 

TRIM SIZE 210 X 297

BLEED SIZE 218 X 305

LIVE AREA 200 X 287

TRIM This is the final size of the issue after the 

‘bleed’ has been cut off.

BLEED This is the portion of your design that will 

be trimmed off when the magazine is cut to the 

final size. Its purpose is to make sure your design 

or image reaches right to the very edge, leaving 

no unsightly white edges.

LIVE AREA This is an area inside the ‘trim’. The 

safe area is kept well away from the blade and so 

this is where you should place your most 

important information or sections of your design. 

Anything outside of this area runs a risk of being 

cut off! 

FULL PAGE

TRIM SIZE 210 X 297

HALF PAGE

VERTICAL 105 X 297

HALF PAGE

HORIZONTAL 210 X 148.5

STRIP

HORIZONTAL 187 X 50

YOUR 
BRILLIANT 
IDEA GOES 

HERE

FEB 2019: Smaller firm innovation special
Large firms are ringfencing the budgets and 
setting up snazzy tech space (you may have 
heard), but do smaller law firms also have the 
ability to innovate? How are they managing it? 
Who is winning the innovation race, and what do 
these firms do differently to those they’re leaving 
in the dust?

SUPPLEMENT Legal IT Landscapes 2019

MAR 2019: Price, price baby
Greater price transparency for some legal 
services is go – what are the implications for 
firms’ systems, websites and client service? Do 
they see any risk to that all-important 
profitability?

APR 2019: The big event – LPM 2019
We dissect all the debate at the first of this year’s 
geo-cloned LPM conferences – the national event 
for SME law firms of every shape, relative size, 
and strategic intent

SUPPLEMENT New world of automation. 
Following up on LITL findings

MAY 2019: GDPR (remember that?) revisited …
You thought you’d heard the last of it. One year 
on from the big day, do firms finally have their 
data houses in order? Which challenges are 
proving most resistant to change? How has 
process change played out? Some reports 
suggest UK firms are ‘overconfident’ on 
cybersecurity – we find out if they’re right 

JUN 2019: Missing a metric? 
Lack of performance and people data has been 
linked to productivity problems in UK business. 
Are firms changing their KPIS, how they use 
them, and how they display them? 

JUL/AUG 2019: Flex and the kitty
Agile is no longer new, but all agility isn’t equal. 
Are firms and their millennials making the most of 
the opportunities? It’s about recruitment, 

productivity and engagement as well as cost 
savings. But how far could an SME business really 
go?

SEP 2019: I want my money
Firms need to invest to grow – but there are more 
funding options open to them to consider than 
ever before. How are they deciding which 
financial road to take, what do banks and other 
backers expect in return, and what are the 
implications for the cashflow management 
conundrum and the longer-term strategic 
journey?

SUPPLEMENT Doing more with managed 
services

OCT 2019: Turns on the app 
Where is the on-demand legal world heading? 
Are firms offering app-based service? For which 
areas of work? How are they building them, do 
certain ‘types’ of clients most want them? Also, 
can more innovative portal-based working 
improve process and profitability?

NOV 2019: Secrets of succession
In a rapidly consolidating market, are SME firms’ 
risking their futures by failing to invest in the 
leadership skills and capabilities of their younger 
people? How do you identify your future leaders, 
and when exactly should you be doing it? What 
difference do the millennials make in this 
equation?

SUPPLEMENT Risk and insurance planning for 
2020

DEC 2019: The law firm of 2020 is finally here
Or is it? Are we in the future already? What 
became of all those past predictions about this 
strange, strange profession? 

DEC/FEB SUPPLEMENT Legal IT landscapes 
2020
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